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~Claude AI

“AI is the development of computer programs 
or systems that can mimic human cognitive 
functions like understanding language, 
recognizing patterns, making decisions, and 
even being creative.



Examples of Artificial Intelligence

Virtual assistants

Face recognition

Netflix or Amazon suggestions

Self-driving cars

SPAM filters



How to use AI in the Classroom:

Personalized 
learning Virtual tutor

Accessibility 
Tools

Develop lesson 
plans and other 

learning material

Create and grade 
assessments

Learning 
analytics

Share timelines 
to help students 
visualize events

Translate 
languages

Design images to 
add to writing 



Special Topics
These curated collections offer 
a palatable listing of resources. 
There are two collections 
including: AI Resources for 
Productivity and AI Resources 
for Assessment. All reviewed 
resources include a description 
and classroom use ideas. 

All Tagged - AI
Explore our entire collection of 
nearly 100 AI resources. Each 
reviewed resource includes a 
description with pertinent 
information and classroom use 
ideas that include lesson stems 
and how to integrate the tools 
in your lessons. 

Help! Article
If you are just learning about 
AI, this is a great place to start. 
This article provides 
background information about 
AI, books related to artificial 
intelligence, lesson activities, 
extension ideas, and standards 
correlations. 

More AI to Explore



Smackdowns

Tool
Demo
Usage



Examples of AI for Productivity

Email responder Letter of 
recommendation 

Sentence starters Text summarizer

Generate lesson 
plans

AI tutor

Syllabus generator Task list makerClass newsletters



Demo

All resources shared are on the resource page, along with the TeachersFirst 

reviews. 

AI Tools for Productivity:
▪ SchoolAI
▪ Goblin Tools
▪ Magic School
▪ AI Tone Rewriter



Examples of AI for Assessment
Multiple choice 

assessments
Report card 
comments

Rubric generator Text dependent 
questions

YouTube video 
questions

Student work 
feedback

IEP goals Story word 
problems

DOK questions



Demo

All resources shared are on the resource page, along with the TeachersFirst 

reviews. 

AI Tools for Assessment:

▪ Eduaide
▪ Short Answer
▪ QuestionWell



Examples of AI for Creating
Timelines Mind maps

Song generator Video creator

Images for 
creative writing

Recipe maker

Turn scribbles into 
drawings

Image from 
description words

Funko Pop



Demo

All resources shared are on the resource page, along with the TeachersFirst 

reviews. 

AI Tools to Create:
▪ My Lens
▪ Character.AI
▪ Designer Image 

Creator
▪ Animate From 

Audio



Smackdowns

It is 
TIME to 
VOTE!



Q & A
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Thank you for 
joining us!


